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Abstract
A generalisation of Massey products in the cohomology of dierential graded Lie algebras is
constructed. An application to formal deformations of Lie algebras is given. A similar construc-
tion for the associative case is considered. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 17B56; 17B37
1. Introduction
It is common knowledge that the construction of one-parameter deformations of
various algebraic structures, like associative algebras or Lie algebras, involves certain
conditions on cohomology classes, and that these conditions are usually expressed in
terms of Lie{Massey brackets [9,10], which are, in turn, Lie counterparts of classical
Massey products [6,13]. The cohomology classes considered are those of certain dif-
ferential graded Lie algebras (DGLAs). It is also known that the Lie{Massey brackets
(we use below a shorter term \Massey brackets") arising in deformation theory are not
precisely the brackets considered in the general theory of DGLAs (see [10]). Actually,
dierent natural problems of deformation theory give rise to dierent kinds of Massey
brackets. The denitions of these Massey brackets involve certain equations whose
coecients turn out to be, quite unexpectedly, the structure constants of a graded com-
mutative associative algebra. Thus, to dene Massey brackets in the cohomology of
a dierential graded Lie algebra one should begin by choosing a graded commutative
associative algebra. It is interesting that, dually, dierent kinds of Massey brackets in
the cohomology of a dierential commutative associative algebra correspond in a sim-
ilar way to Lie algebras. In particular, the classical Massey products correspond to the
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Lie algebra of strictly upper triangular matrices, while May’s matric Massey products
[7] correspond to the Lie algebra of block strictly upper triangular matrices.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a list of various Massey-like
brackets which arise in the cohomology of DGLAs. Most of them are related to defor-
mations of Lie algebras. In Section 3 we give a general construction of Massey brackets
in the cohomology of DGLAs. The main result of this section is Proposition 3.1, which
shows the necessity of the associativity of the auxiliary algebra. Section 4 contains an
application of the construction of Section 3 to Lie algebra deformations, and in Section
5 we consider Massey products in the cohomology of graded commutative associative
dierential algebras.
2. Examples
2.1 First, we recall the standard denition of Massey brackets in the cohomology of a
DGLA (see [10]). A DGLA is a vector space L over a eld K of characteristic zero
with a Z or Z2 grading L =
L
i L
i and with a commutator operation  : L ⊗ L !
L; (; ) = [; ] of degree 0 and a dierential  : L ! L of degree +1 satisfying
the conditions
[; ] =−(−1)[; ];
[; ] = [; ] + (−1)[; ];
[[; ]; ] + (−1)(+)[[; ]; ] + (−1)(+)[[; ]; ] = 0;
where the degree of a homogeneous element is denoted by the same letter as this
element. For any graded vector space A, dene the maps S : A ⊗ A ! A ⊗ A and
C : A⊗A⊗A! A⊗A⊗A, by the formulas S(⊗ ) = (−1)⊗ ; C(⊗ ⊗ ) =
(−1)(+) ⊗ ⊗ . Then the conditions on  and  may be rewritten as
  S =−;
   =   (⊗ 1 + 1⊗ );
  ( ⊗ 1)  (1 + C + C2) = 0:
Note that the tensor product of homomorphisms between graded spaces is understood
in the graded sense, (f⊗ g)(x⊗ y) = (−1)gxf(x)⊗ g(y); in particular, (1⊗ )(⊗ )
= (−1)⊗ ().
We denote by H =
L
i H
i the cohomology of L with respect to the dierential .
Let a1 2 Hq1 ; : : : ; ar 2 Hqr be cohomology classes. If K and L are proper subsets of
R= f1; : : : ; rg, then dene
(K; L) =
X
(qk + 1)(ql + 1);
where the sum is taken over all k and l such that k 2 K; l 2 L and k > l. Also, for
any subset I of R, let P(I) be the set of partitions of I into the ordered union of two
nonempty disjoint sets:
P(I) = f(K; L) jK; L I; K [ L= I; K \ L= ;; K 6= ;; L 6= ;g:
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We say that b 2 [a1; : : : ; ar] if there exists a function assigning to each proper subset
I = fi1; : : : ; isg of R= f1; : : : ; rg an element I 2 Lqi1++qis−(s−1), such that
i 2 ai;
I =
1
2
X
(K;L)2P(I)
(−1)(K;L)+K+1[K ; L]
and
b 3 1
2
X
(K;L)2P(R)
(−1)(K;L)+K+1[K ; L]:
Hence [a1; : : : ; ar] is a subset, maybe empty, of Hq1++qr−(r−1). It is called the Massey
bracket of a1; : : : ; ar . Note that [a1] = 0 and [a1; a2] have the same meaning as before.
Also note that [a1; : : : ; ar] is nonempty if and only if for any proper subset fi1; : : : ; isg
of R the Massey bracket [ai1 ; : : : ; ais ] contains zero.
2.2 As was mentioned before, Massey brackets appear to be essential for the theory of
deformations of various algebraic structures, such as associative algebras, commutative
algebras, and Lie algebras (see [4,5,8]; for a book exposition of the Lie algebra case
see [3]). We concentrate here on Lie algebra deformations.
Let g be a Lie algebra over K with bracket [,]. A (one parameter) formal defor-
mation of g is dened as a power series
[g; h]t = [g; h] +
1X
k=1
tkk(g; h) (1)
which makes g[[t]], the space of formal power series with coecients in g, a Lie
algebra. This deformed bracket is antisymmetric and satises the Jacobi identity exactly
when
k(g; h) =−k(h; g)
and
k =−12
k−1X
i=1
[i; k−i]: (2)
Here each k is regarded as a cochain in C2(g; g) = Homk(^2g; g), and the product
[i; k−i] is taken with respect to the standard graded Lie algebra structure in C(g; g);
if 0 2 Cq0(g; g); 00 2 Cq00(g; g), then [0; 00] 2 Cq0+q00−1(g; g) (see, for example, [3]).
If we set Cq(g; g) = Lq−1, then L=
L
Li is a DGLA.
For k = 1, condition (2) means that 1 = 0 and elements of H 2(g; g) are called
innitesimal deformations of g. The cohomology class of 1 is called the dierential
of the formal deformation (1), or the innitesimal deformation dened by the formal
deformation (1). A given innitesimal deformation c 2 H 2(g; g) is the dierential of
some formal deformation if and only if there exist cochains i 2 C2(g; g) such that
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1 = 0; 1 2 c, and the whole sequence fig satises the conditions in (2). These
conditions are usually referred to as [c; : : : ; c]| {z }
r
3 0 for all r, but there exists a dierence
between this [c; : : : ; c] and the Massey bracket dened in 2:1. (This dierence was
pointed out by Retakh in [9].) Indeed, in 2:1 we chose cochains aI for all I f1; : : : ; rg,
while here we take we take just one cochain k for each k, which means, from the
point of view of 2:1, that all cochains aI with sets I of the same cardinality are chosen
equal (the products are then multiples of each other).
2.3 Let g be as above. A singular deformation of g is a formal deformation dened
as in (1) with 1 = 0, that is
[g; h]t = [g; h] +
1X
k=2
tkk(g; h): (3)
It was recently demonstrated by Fialowski and the rst named author of this paper
(see [2]) that some Lie algebras have essentially singular deformations (those which
cannot be approximated by nonsingular ones). For singular deformations the rst two
conditions from (2) become
2 = 0; 3 = 0:
The problem can be stated as follows: for two given cohomology classes c2; c3 2
H 2(g; g) does there exist a singular deformation (3) with 2 2 c2; 3 2 c3? The
equations in (2) provide necessary and sucient conditions for that. The rst three
conditions, 4 = − 12 [2; 2], 5 = −[2; 3], and 6 = −[2; 4] − 12 [3; 3], can be
expressed in terms of Massey brackets and powers as [c2; c2] = 0, [c2; c3] = 0, and
− 12 [c3; c3] 2 [c2; c2; c2]. The fourth condition, 7=−[2; 5]− [3; 4], may be regarded
as a form of the condition [c2; c2; c3] 3 0; however, the next equation, 8 =−[2; 6]−
[3; 5]− 12 [4; 4], cannot be easily expressed in terms of Massey brackets: it appears
to be related to a combination of two Massey brackets, [c2; c2; c2; c2] and [c2; c3; c3],
but these brackets may both be empty (we do not have either the equality [c3; c3] = 0,
or the inclusion [c2; c2; c2] 3 0). The subsequent conditions also refer to Massey-like
brackets, (also similar to combinations of virtually empty Massey brackets) which are
essentially dierent from those of 2.1 and 2.2.
2.4 Let g be as above. Consider two formal deformations,
[g; h]t = [g; h] +
1X
k=1
tkk(g; h); [g; h]0t = [g; h] +
1X
k=1
tk0k(g; h) (4)
with 01=1. For i  2 set i=0i−i. The two deformations in (4) satisfy the conditions
(2), that is
k =−12
k−1X
i=1
[i; k−i]; 0k =−
1
2
k−1X
i=1
[0i ; 
0
k−i]:
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If we substitute i + i for 0i and then subtract the rst equality from the second, we
get the following pair of relations:
k =−12
k−1X
i=1
[i; k−i]; k =−
k−2X
i=1
[i; k−i]− 12
k−2X
i=2
[i; k−i]: (5)
In particular, we have 1 = 0 and 2 = 0: The following problem arises. For two
given cohomology classes c; b 2 H 2(g; g) does there exist a pair of formal deformations
(4) with 01 = 1 2 c; 02 − 2 = 2 2 b? The conditions for this are provided by the
relations in (5). First of all, the conditions 2 =− 12 [1; 1] and 3 =−[1; 2] show
that [c; c] = 0 and [c; b] = 0 in order for 2 and 3 to exist. The next pair of relations
says that 3 = −[1; 2] and 4 = −[1; 3] − [2; 2] − 12 [2; 2], which implies that
[c; c; c] 3 0 and − 12 [b; b] 2 [c; c; b]. The third pair, 4 = −[1; 3] − 12 [2; 2] and
5=−[1; 4]−[2; 3]−[3; 2]−[2; 3], may be interpreted separately as [c; c; c; c] 3
0 (in the sense of 2:2) and a bracket related to a combination of [c; c; c; b] and [c; b; b]
(virtually empty Massey brackets) contains zero. However, the cochains 2 and 3 are
shared by the equations and so in order for 4 and 5 to exist, [c; c; c; c] must contain
zero using cochains which also make the second bracket contain zero. The subsequent
relations mean that certain Massey-like brackets involving c and b contain zero with
cochains that make 0 2 [c; : : : ; c]| {z }
r
for all r (in the sense of 2:2).
These examples show that very natural questions about formal deformations of Lie
algebras lead to dierent kinds of Massey-like brackets of cohomology classes in
H 2(g; g). In the next section we will show that all these brackets are actually described
by a very simple general construction, which involves an almost arbitrary auxiliary
(graded) associative commutative algebra satisfying some rather mild conditions.
3. General construction
3.1. Inductive denition
Let L=
L
Lq; H =
L
Hq be as above. Suppose that we are given a nite or innite
sequence of integers fqk 2 Zgn or 1k=1 and an indexed set fcijk 2 Kgn or 1i; j; k=1 , which satisfy
the following condition:
cijk = 0 if i  k; j  k or qk 6= qi + qj − 1:
Also, we suppose that some integer r is xed and cijk = 0 for k  r.
Let a1 2 Hq1 ; : : : ; ar 2 Hqr and let b 2 Hqr+s+1 for some s  1. We say that
b 2 [a1; : : : ; ar]s
if there exists a sequence k 2 Lqk ; k = 1; : : : ; r + s− 1, such that
(i) k =
P
i; j c
ij
k [i; j] for 1  k  r + s− 1; in particular, 1 = 0; : : : ; r = 0;
(ii) 1 2 a1; : : : ; r 2 ar;
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(iii)  = 0 and  2 b, where  =Pi; j cijr+s[i; j].
Note that in order for [a1; : : : ; ar]s to be nonempty it is necessary that [a1; : : : ; ar]t 3 0
for all t < s.
All the examples of Section 2 are particular cases of this denition. But in all these
examples the coecients cijk have two more properties, which make the denition
particularly convenient.
First, for i 6= j, the two terms cijk [i; j] and cjik [j; i] in the sum
P
i; j c
ij
k [i; j] both
contribute the same cochain, [i; j]=[j; i] with possibly dierent coecients. It is
convenient to make the two terms equal with the condition
cijk = (−1)qiqj−1cjik :
Second, in all the examples above the coecients cijk were chosen in such a way
that the sum
P
i; j c
ij
k [i; j] is automatically a cocycle (belongs to Ker ).
Both of these conditions assume a compact form if we consider the numbers cijk , or
rather (−1)qi−1cijk , as the structure constants of a certain algebra, that is if we consider
a K-algebra G with a basis gk ; k = 1; 2; : : : and with gigj =
P
k(−1)qi−1cijk gk . Then
the rst condition on the cijk becomes evidently that of graded commutativity (we put
deg gk = qk − 1), while the second condition turns out to be that of associativity. To
demonstrate this, it is convenient to have the previous construction in a more general
form; in this compact construction, we will use an auxiliary coassociative coalgebra
instead of an associative algebra.
3.2. Direct denition
Let (L; ; ) be a DGLA with H = H (L), and let S; C be the same as in 2.1. Now
let F be a graded cocommutative coassociative coalgebra, that is a (Z or Z2) graded
vector space with a degree 0 mapping (comultiplication)  :F ! F ⊗ F satisfying the
conditions S  =  and (1⊗ )  = (⊗ 1)  .
Suppose also that a ltration F0F1F in F is given, such that F0Ker and
ImF1 ⊗ F1.
Remark In many examples below, F arises as the dual of a graded commutative
associative algebra: F=A. Then our conditions mean that F0=(A=A0); F1=(A=A1),
where A  AA0; A1A= 0.
The next proposition is, technically, the central fact of this article.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose a linear mapping  : F1 ! L of degree 1 satises the
condition
=   (⊗ )  : (6)
Then
  (⊗ )  (F)Ker :
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Remark The left-hand side of the last formula is well dened because (F) is con-
tained in F1 ⊗ F1, the domain of ⊗ .
Proposition 3.1 will be proved in Section 3.3 below.
Denition Let a : F0 ! H; b : F=F1 ! H be two linear maps of degree 1. We say
that b is contained in the Massey F-bracket of a, and write b 2 [a]F , or b 2 [a], or
b 2 [a]F ;F0 ;F1 , if there exists a degree 1 linear mapping  : F1 ! L satisfying condition
(6) and such that the diagrams
F0
jF0−−−−! Ker 

???y 
F0
a−−−−! H
;
F
(⊗)−−−−−! Ker ???y 
???y 
F=F1
b−−−−! H
(7)
are commutative, where the vertical maps labeled  denote the projections of each
space onto the quotient space.
Note that the upper horizontal maps of the diagrams in (7) are well dened, since
(F0) (Ker)Ker  by virtue of (6), and (⊗)(F)Ker  by Proposition
3.1.
The inductive denition of 3:1 is a particular case of this direct denition in the
following way. One can take for F the vector space spanned by f1; : : : ; fr+s, dene
F0 and F1 as subspaces spanned by fj with j  r and j< r + s, respectively, and
let degfk = qk − 1; fk =
P
i; j(−1)qi−1cijk fi ⊗ fj. The maps a : F0 ! H and
b : F=F1 ! H are dened by the formulas fk 7! ak (k  r) and fr+s + F1 7! b. The
map  takes fk into k ; condition (6) and the commutativity of diagrams (7) become
conditions (i){(iii) of 3:1.
Note in conclusion that our denition makes sense even if F1 = F . In this case
Hom(F=F1;K)=0, and [a]F may either be empty or contain 0. In the last case we say
that a satises the condition of triviality of Massey F-brackets.
3.3. Proof of Proposition 3.1
We need to prove that
    (⊗ )  = 0:
The denition of a DGLA and condition (6) imply
    (⊗ )  =   (⊗ 1 + 1⊗ )  (⊗ )  
=   ((  )⊗ − ⊗ (  ))  
=   ((  )⊗ )  −   (⊗ (  ))  ;
  ((  )⊗ )  =   ((  (⊗ )  )⊗ )  
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=   ((  (⊗ )  )⊗ (1    1))  
=   ( ⊗ 1)  (⊗ ⊗ )  (⊗ 1)  
and similarly
  (⊗ (  ))  =   (1⊗ )  (⊗ ⊗ )  (1⊗ )  :
The following two lemmas hold even if the coalgebra F is neither cocommutative,
nor coassociative.
Lemma 1.
⊗ 1 = C  (1⊗ )  S : F ⊗ F ! L⊗ L⊗ L:
Proof Let f; g 2 F: Then
C  (1⊗ )  S(f ⊗ g) = (−1)fgC  (1⊗ )(g⊗ f)
= (−1)fgC  g⊗ (f)
=(f)⊗ g
= (⊗ 1)(f ⊗ g):
Lemma 2.
C  (⊗ ⊗ ) = (⊗ ⊗ )  C : F ⊗ F ⊗ F ! L⊗ L⊗ L:
Proof Let f; g; h 2 F: Then
C  (⊗ ⊗ )(f ⊗ g⊗ h) = (−1)gC  (f)⊗ (g)⊗ (h)
= (−1)g+(f+1)(g+h)(g)⊗ (h)⊗ (f);
(⊗ ⊗ )  C(f ⊗ g⊗ h) = (−1)f(g+h)(⊗ ⊗ )(g⊗ h⊗ f)
= (−1)f(g+h)+h(g)⊗ (h)⊗ (f):
Using the lemmas, the cocommutativity of F and the coassociativity of F :
  ( ⊗ 1)  (⊗ ⊗ )  (⊗ 1)  
=  ( ⊗ 1)  (⊗ ⊗ )  C  (1  )  S  
=  ( ⊗ 1)  C  (⊗ ⊗ )  (1  )  S  
=  ( ⊗ 1)  C  (⊗ ⊗ )  (1  )  
=  ( ⊗ 1)  C  (⊗ ⊗ )  (⊗ 1)  :
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Similarly,
  ( ⊗ 1)  C  (⊗ ⊗ )  (⊗ 1)  
=  ( ⊗ 1)  C2  (⊗ ⊗ )  (⊗ 1)  :
Hence,
  ( ⊗ 1)  (⊗ ⊗ )  (⊗ 1)  
= 13  ( ⊗ 1)  (1 + C + C2)  (⊗ ⊗ )  (⊗ 1)  = 0:
In the same way,
  (1⊗ )  (⊗ ⊗ )  (1⊗ )  = 0
and hence,
    (⊗ )  = 0:
3.4. Survey of examples of Section 2
Our goal is to show that all the Massey-like brackets considered in Section 2 are
covered by the previous construction.
For the denition of Massey brackets in 2:1 one should set
F = spanffI j ; 6= I R= f1; : : : ; rgg;
F0 = spanfff1g; : : : ; ffrgg; F1 = spanffI j I 6= Rg;
degfI =
X
i2I
(qi − 1);
fI =
1
2
X
K  I
;6=K 6=I
(−1)(K;I−K)fK ⊗ fI−K ;
(fI ) = I :
The dual algebra G = F is spanned by gI ; ; 6= I R, and the multiplication in G is
dened by the formula
gKgL =
(
0 if K \ L 6= ;;
1
2 (−1)(K;L)gK[L if K \ L= ;:
If we put xi = gfig, then for I = fi1; : : : ; isg
gI = 21−sxi1 : : : xis :
Hence G is the maximal ideal in the quotient of the free graded commutative algebra
with the generators x1; : : : ; xr with deg xi= qi− 1 over the ideal generated by x21 ; : : : ; x2r .
By the way, F0 = G=G
2, and F1 = G=G
r .
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For the condition in 2.2 that [c; : : : ; c]| {z }
r
3 0 for all r one should set
F = spanff1; f2; : : :g;
F0 =Kf1; F1 = F;
degfi = 0;
fi =−12
i−1X
k=1
fk ⊗ fi−k ;
(fi) = i:
The dual algebra G is formed by nite or innite linear combinations of gk ; k=1; 2; : : :
with the multiplication
gkgl =−1
2
gk+l:
If we put g1 = t, then gk = (−2)1−k tk (in the left-hand side k is a superscript, while
in the right-hand side it is the exponent). Hence G is the maximal ideal in K[[t]], the
algebra of formal power series in one variable t of degree 0. Again F0 = G=G
2.
For the denition of 2.3 one has
F = spanff2; f3; : : :g;
(fi) = i
and all the formulas are obvious modications of the formulas of the previous para-
graph. In particular, G is the square of the maximal ideal of K[[t]]. If we set u=t2; v=t3,
we may interpret G as the maximal ideal in K[[u; v]]=(u3 − v2). Again F0 = G=G2.
For the problem in 2.4 of the existence of a pair of deformations, one should take
F = spanff1; f2; f3; : : : ;’2; ’3; : : :g;
F0 = spanff1; ’2g; F1 = F;
deg(fi) = 0; deg(’i) = 0;
fi =−12
i−1X
k=1
fk ⊗ fi−k ; ’i =−12
i−2X
k=1
fk ⊗ ’i−k − 12
i−2X
k=2
’k ⊗ ’i−k ;
(fi) = i; (’i) = i:
The dual algebra G is formed by nite or innite linear combinations of gk ; k=1; 2; : : : ;
and  k ; k = 2; 3; : : : with the multiplication
gkgl =−1
2
gk+l; gk l =−1
2
 k+l;  k l =−1
2
 k+l:
If we put g1= t;  2=u; then gk=(−2)1−k tk ;  l=(−2)2−ltl−2u, and −2u2= t2u. Hence
G is the maximal ideal in K[[t; u]]=(2u2 + t2u), and again we have F0 = G=G2.
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4. An application to Lie algebra deformations
4.1. Deformations
We consider the Lie case of the algebraic version of deformation theory (see [11];
for a more recent exposition see, for example, [1]). Let S be a commutative associative
K-algebra with an identity element, and with a distinguished maximal ideal m S with
S=m = K; let  : S ! S=m=K be the projection with (1)=1. Consider a Lie algebra g
over K. A deformation of g with base S is, by denition, a structure of Lie algebra over
S on the S-module g⊗ S, such that 1⊗  : g⊗ S ! g⊗K= g is a Lie algebra homo-
morphism.
Example Let dim g<1;K=R; S=C1X; the algebra of smooth functions on a smooth
compact manifold X , and m be the ideal of functions vanishing at a point x0 2 X .
Then a deformation of g with base S is the same as a smooth family of Lie algebra
structures on g, parametrized by points x 2 X and reducing to the initial Lie algebra
structure on g for x = x0.
Suppose that dim S <1. Let  : (g ⊗ S)  (g ⊗ S) ! g ⊗ S be a skew-symmetric
S-bilinear binary operation on g ⊗ S which satises the condition of 1 ⊗  being a
homomorphism, that is (1⊗ )(g⊗ s; h⊗ t)= [g; h](st), but not necessarily satisfying
the Jacobi identity. For a linear functional ’ :m! K dene a map ’ : g⊗ g! g by
the formula
’(g; h) = (1⊗ ’) ((g⊗ 1; h⊗ 1)− [g; h]⊗ 1)
(it follows from the condition above that (g⊗1; h⊗1)−[g; h]⊗1 2 g⊗m). Obviously,
’ is bilinear and skew-symmetric, which means that ’ 2 C2(g; g).
Put m = F . Clearly, F is a cocommutative coassociative coalgebra. The correspon-
dence ’ 7! ’ gives a linear map  : F ! C2(g; g). It is clear that  with the properties
listed above and  determine each other.
Let  : F ! F ⊗ F be the comultiplication in F (dual to the multiplication in m),
 : C2(g; g)! C3(g; g) be the Lie algebra cochain dierential,  : C2(g; g)⊗C2(g; g)!
C3(g; g) be the Lie bracket.
Proposition 4.1. The operator  satises the Jacobi identity if and only if  satises
the Maurer{Cartan equation
  + 12  (⊗ )  = 0:
This proposition may be regarded as well known (cf. [12]), but we will prove it
below (see 4.3) for the sake of completeness.
Let F0 = (m=m2)F . This is the tangent space of S at m. Obviously, F0Ker;
and Proposition 4.1 shows that if  is a deformation of g, that is if  satises the
Jacobi identity, then (F0)Ker . Consider the composition
a : F0
!Ker  pr!H 2(g; g): (8)
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An arbitrary linear map F0 ! H 2(g; g) is called an innitesimal deformation of g with
base S and a is called the innitesimal deformation determined by the deformation ,
or the dierential of the deformation . Proposition 4.1 implies:
Theorem 4.2. An innitesimal deformation a :F0 ! H 2(g; g) is a dierential of some
deformation with base S if and only if − 12a satises the condition of triviality of
Massey F-brackets (with F derived from S).
4.2. Formal deformations
Let S be a local commutative associative algebra over K with the maximal ideal m
and the canonical projection  : S ! K. Suppose that dimmk−1=mk <1 for all k. For
a vector space V we dene V ⊗^ S as  lim(V ⊗ (S=mk)). A formal deformation of a Lie
algebra g with base S is dened in the same way as a deformation of g with base S,
but with g ⊗^ S instead of g⊗ S.
Example Let S =K[[t]]. Then a formal deformation of g with base S is the same as
a 1-parameter formal deformation of g (see 2.2).
All that was said in 4.1, including Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, may be repeated
for formal deformations with two changes : a functional ’ : m! K is assumed to be
continuous, that is ’(mk) = 0 for some k; the space F is the space of all continuous
functionals m! K.
Note that the formal version of Theorem 4.2 generalizes the results of 2.2{2.4.
Namely, a one parameter formal deformation of 2.2 is the same as a deformation
whose base is a straight line, which corresponds to S = K[[t]]; a singular deforma-
tion of 2.3 is a deformation whose base is a semicubic parabola, which corresponds
to S = K[[u; v]]=(u3 − v2); a pair of dermations as in 2.4 is a deformation whose
base is the union of two smooth curves with a rst-order tangency, which corre-
sponds to S = K[[t; u]]=(u(t2 + 2u)). In all these cases the condition of extendability
of an innitesimal deformation to a formal deformation is precisely that of Theorem
4.2.
4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.1
We prove here Proposition 4.1 as it was stated in 4.1. The formal version from 4.2
is proved in a similar way.
Let fmig be a basis of m. Suppose that  : (g⊗ S) (g⊗ S)! g⊗ S satises the
conditions listed in 4.1. Then for g; h 2 g
(g⊗ 1; h⊗ 1) = [g; h]⊗ 1 +
X
i
i(g; h)⊗ mi
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with some i 2 C2(g ; g) and some mi 2 S. Hence for g; h; k 2 g
((g⊗ 1; h⊗ 1); k ⊗ 1) = 
 
[g; h]⊗ 1 +
X
i
i(g; h)⊗ mi; k ⊗ 1
!
= [[g; h]; k]⊗ 1 +
X
i
i([g; h]; k)⊗ mi
+
X
i
[i(g; h); k]⊗ mi
+
X
i; j
j(i(g; h); k)⊗ mimj; (10)
and the Jacobi identity for  means that the cyclic sum of this expression with respect
to g; h; k is equal to 0.
Let ’ : m! K be a linear functional, and let ’(mi) = ’i 2 K. Then ’ =
P
’ii.
Let ’ =
P
p  
0
p ⊗  00p ; we suppose that this sum is symmetric, that is with each
 0p ⊗  00p it contains also  00p ⊗  0p. Let  0p(mi) =  00p; i;  00p (mi) =  00p; i. Then
’(mimj) = ’(mi ⊗ mj) =
X
p
 0p(mi) 
00
p (mj) =
X
p
 00p; i 
0
p;j
Apply ’ to the last term of (10) :
’
 X
i; j
j(i(g; h); k)⊗ mimj
!
=
X
i; j
’(mimj)j(i(g; h); k)
=
X
i; j;p
 0p; i 
00
p;jj(i(g; h); k)
=
X
p
 0p ( 00p (g; h); k):
If we apply ’ to the whole right-hand side of (10), we get
’([g; h]; k) + [’(g; h); k] +
X
p
 0p ( 00p (g; h); k):
The cyclic sum of the last expression is equal to
’(g; h; k) +
1
2
X
p
[ 0p ;  00p ](g; h; k)
and the Jacobi identity for  means precisely that this is equal to 0. Proposition 4.1
follows.
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5. Classical Massey products
5.1. Denitions
Originally Massey products were considered not for the cohomology of DGLAs, but
for the cohomology of graded commutative associative complexes (see [6,13]). Let
A=
L
Ai be a graded dierential associative commutative algebra with the dierential
 of degree +1, and let H =
L
Hi be its cohomology. Let a1 2 Hq1 ; : : : ; ar 2 Hqr ; b 2
Hq1++qr−(r−1). We say that b belongs to the Massey product of a1; : : : ; ar , and write
b 2 ha1; : : : ; ari if there exist a family ij 2 Aqi++qj−1−( j−i−1); 1  i< j  r +
1; (i; j) 6= (1; r + 1), such that
(i) ij =
Pj−1
k=i+1(−1)ik ikkj; in particular, i; i+1 = 0;
(ii) i; i+1 2 ai;
(iii) b 3Prk=2(−1)1k 1kk; r+1.
What is important here, is that the right-hand side of equality (i) belongs to Ker  if
(i) holds for all i0j0 with j0 − i0<j− i; in particular, (i) implies that the right-hand
side of (iii) belongs to Ker .
Note that hai=0; ha; bi=ab, and ha1; : : : ; ari is nonempty if and only if hai; ai+1; : : : ;
aji 3 0 for all i; j such that 1  i< j  r; (i; j) 6= (1; r).
5.2. May’s matric Massey products
The following generalization of the previous construction belongs to May [7]. Let
p1; : : : ; pr+1 be positive integers, and let ai denote not an element of Hqi , but rather
a pi  pi+1 matrix whose entries are elements of Hqi . Then the denition of 5.1 may
be repeated with b being a p1pr+1 matrix with entries in Hq1++qr−(r−1), ij being
a pi  pj matrix with entries in Aqi++qj−1−( j−i−1), and the products in (i) and (iii)
being considered in the matrix sense. The resulting product is called the matric Massey
product.
5.3. The general construction
Let A and H denote the same as before. Let Q be a graded Lie coalgebra over K
with the comultiplication  : Q ! Q ⊗ Q, and let Q0Q1Q be a ltration with
(Q0) = 0; (Q)Q1 ⊗ Q1. Let a : Q0 2 H; b : Q=Q1 ! H be linear maps of degree
1 such that    =   ( ⊗ )   (where  : A ⊗ A ! A and  : A ! A) are the
multiplication and the dierential in A), such that the diagrams similar to (7) (with Q
and A instead of F and L) are commutative.
It is important for this denition that the fact similar to Proposition 3.1 holds : Q
being a Lie coalgebra implies that     ( ⊗ )  = 0. The proof of this fact is a
replica of that of Proposition 3.1.
For the classical Massey product, the corresponding Lie coalgebra is spanned by
fij (1  i  j  r + 1); degfij = deg ij − 1, and  is dened by the formula
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fij = 12
P
1<k<j(fikfkj − (−1)fikfkjfkjfik). If we ignore the coecient 12 (which is
the matter of the substitution fij = 2f0ij), then the dual graded Lie algebra becomes
the graded Lie algebra of strictly upper triangular (r + 1) (r + 1) matrices.
Similarly, the matric Massey product of 5.2 corresponds to the graded Lie algebra
of block strictly upper triangular matrices with the block sizes p1; : : : ; pr+1.
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